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**Synopsis**

Chicago’s famed “Loop” is said to have gotten its name from the route of a cable car that looped the central business district in 1882. Since then, much has changed. This book captures the evolving urban landscape of the Chicago Loop, with a collection of over 100 vintage images, each coupled with its contemporary counterpart. Few cities are as renowned for their architecture as is Chicago. The impressive skyscrapers in and around the Loop give Chicago a skyline second to none. And with more than three dozen historic landmarks, the Loop is home to many of the city’s most recognized structures. From a 19th century trading post to the great financial, business, and entertainment districts of the 21st century, Chicago’s Loop: Then and Now documents the growth and changes of the Windy City’s downtown.
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**Customer Reviews**

Editor’s Choice - ... will be of great interest to those who want to deepen their knowledge of our urban landscape. -- Chicago Tribune, Literary Editor, Elizabeth Taylor- Editor’s Choice, October 20, 2002

Authors Janice A. Knox and Heather Olivia Belcher are both native Chicagoans and collectors of Chicago memorabilia. Ms. Knox is an information services executive and history buff, and an active member of the Chicago community. Ms. Belcher is a high school student at the University of Chicago Laboratory Schools and, in addition to her academic pursuits, participates in journalism and photography. Together they have created a book that shows us the Chicago we know and love.
today, along with a clear echo of the city's rich, ever-changing landscape. Authors Janice A. Knox and Heather Olivia Belcher are both native Chicagoans and collectors of Chicago memorabilia. Ms. Knox is an information services executive and history buff, and an active member of the Chicago community. Ms. Belcher is a high school student at the University of Chicago Laboratory Schools and, in addition to her academic pursuits, participates in journalism and photography. Together they have created a book that shows us the Chicago we know and love today, along with a clear echo of the city's rich, ever-changing landscape.

I spent the first 40 years of my life in Chicago, so I'm always interested in books like this, with pictures of how the city used to be. There are a lot of wonderful photos in here from various archives, going back 50-100 years, along with commentary about when and by whom they were built (although some of these captions get bogged down in detail, or are laid out in awkward ways on the page). Many of them are not exactly "in the Loop," such as the Planetarium, Field Museum, Post Office, etc., but we'll cut them some slack. The big problem with the book is the "now" aspect. The current photos (taken a decade ago at this writing) were done by a high school photographer, the daughter of the author. They are characterized by murky lighting, poor composition, and horrible lens choices. The photographer would have done well to study the OLD photos to see why they look so good, before snapping her own. I got the impression that she just ran from place to place, snapping away, without much thought. So hooray for the old, and "meh" for the new. If it's old photos you want, there are other volumes containing more than this book.

I purchased this book for my Mom who grew up in the Chicago Loop. This brought back many great memories and more stories to share with us. Excellent book that has a lot of the 'then' pictures. Very pleased and shipped very quickly.

This is small format book! Simply put, this is not a then and now picture book considering that photos were taken at various distances from different angles. For those who love Chicago, an outstanding book is "Chicago at the Turn of the Century in Photographs", A large format book with great clear photos!

I just found this book at my local bookstore and was excited about reading it cover to cover. I just loved how informative this book was and it is a great tribute to a great mid-western city. Having lived here for the past 20 years, there are many facts that I didn't know until I read this book. I just loved
the selection of photographs contained in this book. Thank you for several enjoyable afternoons reading this book.

THE ESSENCE OF CHICAGO !As a former resident of Chicago, I found this book to capture the real essence of the city. Not only did it show the usual tourist attractions, but it clearly illustrated the business and commerce culture of this great city. The photography was excellent - it really made the book. The authors apparently did a lot of research to get information about Chicago THEN. It was really informative.

This is truly an enjoyable book with a good collection of old and new photographs that documents the Loop area. This is a "must-have" book for every library. Also, accompanying the photographs is a great collection of interesting text, many with little know facts about the business district. I lived in Chicago once and I can't wait to visit it again with my book.

I recently moved here and my co-workers gave me this great book which I read cover to cover over the week-end. I really enjoyed looking at the photographs and the interesting facts contained in this book. Now on my lunch breaks, I take this book around the Loop area and it has been fun to discover what has remained the same and what has change.

I just finished reading the reviews so I couldn't wait to purchase this book. As a long-time resident of Chicago, it was delightful to find interesting facts that I didn't know. The photographs are fabulous. I especially loved the Chicago Board of Trade photographs and the street scenes around the Loop area. I highly recommend getting this great book.
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